Additively manufactured (AM, =3D printed) porous metallic biomaterials with topologically ordered unit cells have created a lot of excitement and are currently receiving a lot of attention given their great potential for improving bone tissue regeneration and preventing implant-associated infections. This paper presents an overview of the various aspects of design, manufacturing, and bio-functionalization of these materials from a ''designer material'' viewpoint and discusses how rational design principles could be used to topologically design the underlying lattice structures in such a way that the desired properties including mechanical properties, fatigue behavior, mass transport properties (e.g., permeability, diffusivity), surface area, and geometrical features affecting the rate of tissue regeneration (e.g., surface curvature) are simultaneously optimized. We discuss the different types of topological design including those based on beam-based unit cells, sheet-based unit cells (e.g., triply periodic minimal surfaces), and functional gradients. We also highlight the use of topology optimization algorithms for the rational design of AM porous biomaterials. The topologyproperty relationships for all of the above-mentioned types of properties are presented as well followed by a discussion of the applicable AM techniques and the pros and cons of different types of base materials (i.e., bioinert and biodegradable metals). Finally, we discuss how the huge (internal) surfaces of AM porous biomaterials and their pore space could be used respectively for surface bio-functionalization and accommodation of drug delivery vehicles so as to enhance their bone tissue regeneration performance and minimize the risk of implant-associated infections. We conclude with a general discussion and by suggesting some possible areas for future research.
Introduction
During the last decade, additive manufacturing (AM, =3D printing) has evolved from a mere prototyping technique to a full-fledge fabrication technique capable of producing functional parts from a variety of materials including metals, [1] [2] [3] [4] polymers, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and ceramics. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] AM has multiple advantages to offer for fabrication of medical devices of which two stand out, namely ''batch-size-indifference'' and ''complexity-for-free''. 17 While batch-size-indifference directly translates to the feasibility of producing patient-specific biomaterials, implants, and surgical instruments [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] that exactly match the complex and highly variable anatomy 23 of individual patients, complexity-for-free enables designers to use complex geometries that give rise to favorable properties and advanced functionalities. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] One particularly useful class of geometrically complex biomaterials is the class of topologically ordered porous biomaterials that are designed by repeating one or more regular unit cells in different spatial directions to create a lattice (cellular) structure (Fig. 1) . The type and dimensions of the unit cell determine the mechanical, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] mass transport (e.g., permeability, diffusivity), [35] [36] [37] [38] and biological (e.g., rate of tissue regeneration) [39] [40] [41] properties of AM porous biomaterials. In this paper, we review the various aspects of topologically ordered AM porous metallic biomaterials particularly those aimed for application in orthopaedic surgery as temporary or permanent bone substitutes (Fig. 1) . As opposed to solid metallic biomaterials that are up to 10-15 times stiffer than bone, the elastic modulus of AM porous biomaterials could be adjusted to mimic those of trabecular or cortical bone. 35, 42, 43 Moreover, the topological order and precise control over the fabricated topology ensures a fully interconnected pore space that could enhance integration of the implant in the host bony tissue (osseointegration) and improve bone tissue regeneration performance in the case of temporary bone substitutes. This improved performance is partially due to the increased oxygenation and nutrition of the cells migrating to the inner pore space. In addition, the volume-porous nature of these materials tremendously increases the surface area by up to several orders of magnitude. This increased surface area could then be used for bio-functionalization of biomaterials using either biochemical (e.g., pharmaceutics) or physical (e.g., nanopatterns) means. Finally, the large pore space in highly porous AM metallic biomaterials could be used for accommodation of drug delivery vehicles.
Throughout this review, we will particularly focus on a few major challenges facing orthopaedic surgeons including inadequate bony ingrowth and osseointegration and lack of full regeneration in critical size (segmental) bony defects on the one hand and implantassociated infections on the other. We then discuss how the abovementioned features of AM porous metallic biomaterials could be used to address both above-mentioned challenges.
Given the fact that the small-scale topological design of AM porous biomaterials determines their large-scale properties, we will start by reviewing the topological design approaches and topology-property relationships. Then, various AM techniques will be briefly discussed followed by a discussion of the effects of material choice on the properties of the resulting materials. We will then discuss the different ways in which surface biofunctionalization approaches as well as drug delivery from the pore space could be used for improving bone tissue regeneration performance and preventing implant-associated infections. We conclude by presenting a general discussion of the current state of technological developments in this active area of research and making some recommendations for future research.
Rational topological design of AM porous biomaterials
''Rational design'' is an emerging theme in materials science, [46] [47] [48] where mechanics and physics theories, computational models, analytical solutions, and physical reasoning are used to devise the (topological) design of a material particularly at the ''small-scale''. As opposed to other design approaches such as ''creative'' or ''explorative'' design processes, the designs originating from such sound methodological approaches are guaranteed to meet the design objective, as long as the underlying methodologies are properly selected and applied. However, the topological designs resulting from rational design approaches may be highly complex and infeasible to fabricate using conventional techniques, which is why the use of AM is required in practically all cases. Fabrication of topologically ordered lattice structures is one of the areas where AM is the only feasible option and where rational design approaches could play an important role in topological design of the materials. It is important to realize that the type and dimensions of the unit cell do not need to remain the same throughout the entire implant, as graded designs could offer additional freedom in meeting the design objectives particularly when one is trying to meet competing objectives. For example, the competing needs for highly porous designs to allow for bony ingrowth and sturdy designs to provide enough mechanical support could be both met by positioning higher porosity unit cells in the regions close to the boundaries of the implant where bony ingrowth is the most important factor while gradually decreasing the porosity towards the internal parts of the implant to provide a solid core that is capable of carrying the applied musculoskeletal loads. 49 Many research groups are therefore studying the properties of graded designs and their potential in meeting competing design requirements. 24, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] Regardless of the type of design used, one of the first questions that we need to answer is ''what are the design requirements that AM porous biomaterials used as temporary or permanent bone substitutes need to satisfy?'' Once the design objectives are well defined, a host of analytical and computational techniques could be used to solve the inverse problem of finding the topological designs that best satisfy the design objectives. There is therefore a need for predictive models that establish the ''topology-property relationship'' and an optimization procedure that uses the ''topology-property relationship'' to determine the topological design that satisfies the design requirements. The topology-property relationships may be established using either analytical [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] or computational models. 37, 50, [66] [67] [68] [69] 2.1. Unit cell design paradigms: beam-based vs. sheet-based
Several topological design approaches have been used in the literature to establish the topology-property relationships for specific classes of AM porous biomaterials. Generally speaking, two general types of repeating unit cells have used for the design of porous biomaterials, namely beam-based ( Fig. 2) and sheet-based ( Fig. 3 ) unit cells.
Beam-based unit cells are usually polyhedra whose edges are made from structural elements with relatively large (i.e., c1) length to diameter ratios that could carry both bending and axial loads. When only one type of unit cell is used in the design of the porous structure, the unit cell should be able to fully fill the space when repeated in different directions. Such polyhedra are called ''space-filling'' or ''plesiohedron'' 70, 71 platonic solids, only cube is space-filling. 71 Among all convex regular polyhdera, there are only four additional space-filling unit cells including triangular prism, hexagonal prism, truncated octahedron, and gyrobifastigium. [71] [72] [73] [74] However, a number of other convex regular polyhedra could tessellate the space in combination with each other, 71 meaning that more than one type of unit cell should be used in the design of the porous structure. Furthermore, a number of slightly less regular unit cells such as rhombic dodecahedron (Fig. 2) are also space-filling (note: regular dodecahedron is not space-filling). Many irregular polyhedra could be designed to be space-filling as well and are often used in the design of AM porous biomaterials. The vast majority of the studies published to date have used beam-based unit cells in the design of their porous structures. The dimeters of the beam-like elements making up the unit cell are usually assumed to be constant. However, interesting properties such as fluid-like mechanical behavior (i.e., negligible shear resistance and near-incompressibility) or decoupling of the mechanical properties from the relative density could be achieved with carefully designed variations in the shape of the cross-sections of the beam-like elements (e.g., in pentamode metamaterials). 75 AM of such type of lattice structures is, however, extremely challenging. Fig. 1 A number of AM porous metallic biomaterials including the cylindrical specimens used for mechanical testing (a), a functionally graded porous structure in the shape of the femur with different porosities (b), hip stems with external and internal porous structures (c), and multiple miniaturized porous specimens (d). Most specimens are designed and fabricated from the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V at the Additive Manufacturing Lab (TU Delft).
In powder bead fusion AM processes, the different beams constituting the unit cell make different angles with respect to the powder bed. It is known that the build qualities of the beams with different angles with respect to the powder bed is not equal with a higher angle resulting in a higher build quality. 76 Horizontal struts are therefore usually of the lowest quality while vertical struts are the easiest ones to fabricate. Another category of structural elements that could be used for the topological design of AM porous biomaterials is the category of sheet-based unit cells. One advantage of sheet-based designs is that they generally present superior mechanical properties (e.g., fatigue strength) as compared to beam-based designs. 35, 36 Moreover, the curvature of sheet-based geometries is better defined as compared to beam-based geometries. This is an important point given the fact that surface curvature is a crucial parameter affecting the tissue regeneration performance of AM porous biomaterials (Section 3.4).
In the case of biomaterials used for tissue regeneration purposes, the pore space should be fully interconnected to allow for cell nutrition and oxygenation. A relatively small fraction of sheetbased designs satisfies this requirement. Among those, the unit cells based on triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) (Fig. 3) have received increasing attention due to their curvature properties (Section 3.4). There are many types of minimal surfaces that have been studied since several decades ago in certain subdisciplines of mathematics including differential geometry and computational geometry (Fig. 3c) . [77] [78] [79] However, a relatively small number of minimal surfaces including the gyroid, Schwartz P (primitive), Schwartz D (diamond), and Schoen's I-WP have received the most attention ( Fig. 3a and b) . 35, 36, 80 While, in principle, it is also possible to combine beambased designs with sheet-based designs, not much research has been performed in that direction and most AM porous biomaterials studied to date belong to one of the above-mentioned categories.
The other important type of variation in unit cell design is spatially varying the type or the dimensions of the repeating unit cell so as to obtain different properties at different regions of the implant, thereby satisfying competing design requirements or creating new advanced functionalities. These types of designs are called ''gradient structures'' or ''(functionally) graded structures''. The change in the type or dimensions of the unit cell along specific spatial directions is in many (but not all) cases gradual. Among other reasons, a gradual change in the topological design minimizes the stress concentrations caused by sudden geometrical changes.
There are many ways to change the type and dimensions of the unit cell. The easiest way is to keep the type and size of the unit cell constant and only change the diameter of the beamlike elements or the thickness of the sheet-like elements. This allows for creating a gradient in the porosity or pore size of the porous structure through a procedure that is straightforward to implement in design software. Indeed, most software packages available for the design of lattice structures only allow for this type of graded designs. The direction of the change could be either axial or radial (Fig. 4a) . The next step in designing complex graded structures is to change the size of the unit cell as well. More complex algorithms are needed for implementing this type of graded designs, as transition from one size of the repeating unit cell to another size is not always possible (certain geometrical constraints need to be satisfied depending on the topology of the unit cell). Two examples in which the sizes of the unit cells are changing in axial and diagonal directions are presented in Fig. 4b . Finally, the most difficult design problem to automate would be to change the type of the repeating unit cell. This is a particularly difficult design problem, as interfacing different types of unit cells is neither straightforward or even generally possible without adding additional interfacing artifacts. This type of designs is relatively rare in the literature (e.g., Fig. 4c ) but could be very interesting, as they allow for completely different types of behavior in different locations. For example, a conventional porous structure (i.e., a porous structure with a positive Poisson's ratio) could be combined with an auxetic porous structure (i.e., a porous structure with a negative Poisson's ratio) to improve bone-implant contact and, thus, implant longevity. 47 Such changes in the type of the unit cells are usually designed manually and with careful consideration of the constraints imposed by the geometries of the different types of unit cells.
Topology optimization
Topology optimization is a systematic way for the rational design of AM porous biomaterials. In this approach, the topological design is optimized in such a way that an objective function is minimized. Traditionally, the objective function used in topology optimization has often been the compliance of the structure. Minimizing the compliance of a structure equals maximizing its stiffness and, thus, load bearing capability. In the case of orthopaedic implants made from metals, maximizing the stiffness is usually not the best approach, 49 as the metal itself is already much stiffer than the surrounding bone, leading to the stress shielding phenomenon. One way of formulating the design problem would be to keep the compliance as the objective function but restrict the material budget such that the local density cannot exceed certain pre-determined values. The stiffness of a lattice structure is related to its relative density through a power law relationship. [81] [82] [83] [84] Limiting the maximum relative density limits the maximum stiffness of the lattice structure to certain limits (i.e., Hashin-Shtrikman limit 85 ). However, such a formulation is not guaranteed to result in the least amount of stress shielding. The least amount of stress shielding is achieved when the change in the stress distribution of the bone before and after implantation is minimized. The optimization problem could therefore be formulated such that the difference between the pre-and post-operative conditions is minimized. However, such a problem does not easily lend itself to a lean implementation in terms of topology optimization algorithms, as it is highly dependent on patient-specific aspects including such as bone shape and musculoskeletal loading as well as the specific design of the implant geometry. Moreover, minimizing the stress shielding is not the only important criterion in the topological design of AM porous biomaterials. Other important criteria such as adjusting the fatigue behavior, mass transport properties, and geometrical cues for tissue regeneration (e.g., curvature) should be considered as well. Simultaneous consideration of all important design criteria requires a multi-physics computational model to establish the topology-property relationships and a multi-objective optimization scheme to satisfy the different requirements that are at times competing with each other. New topology optimization algorithms or alternative approaches may therefore be needed. In addition, the design freedom is limited even in the case of AM, as not every topological design can be printed without the need for elaborate and difficult-toremove support structures. One may therefore need to implement those manufacturability constraints in the optimization algorithms to make sure the overall shape of the implants and the small-scale design of porous biomaterials can be feasibly manufactured using the currently available techniques and materials. Finally, manufacturing imperfections will cause the actual topology of the implant and the porous biomaterial to deviate from the designed topology both at the micro-scale (due to micro-scale manufacturing imperfections) and, if not properly compensated for during the production stage, at the macroscale. The rational design approach should take such real-world deviations of the topological design into account when optimizing the design. For example, stochastic finite element models that model the presence of manufacturing imperfections through random processes could be used to obtain better predictions of the properties of the actual material. Several studies (e.g., ref. shown that considering the manufacturing imperfections help computational models provide more accurate predictions of topology-property relationships. 49 Similar to what was discussed before (Section 2.1) regarding the interfacing of different types of unit cells in gradient designs, the compatibility of the unit cells resulting from topology optimization algorithms needs to be respected as well. One way of ensuring the computability of neighboring unit cells is to enforce certain geometrical constraints. 87 However, there is no guarantee that such a constraint will be optimal from the viewpoint of load transfer. Recently, an algorithm has been proposed that guarantees the optimal interfacing of different unit cells, as the computability conditions is directly implemented in the topology optimization scheme. 87 The resulting unit cell connections ( Fig. 5a ) are therefore also optimal for load transfer and could be used to design and AM functionally graded implants ( Fig. 5b and c) . 87 During the last few years, there has been a surge of interest in the application of different variations of (topology) optimization algorithms to AM in general and to the problem of designing optimal lattice structures in particular. 27, 28, [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] As a result of this fundamental research, it is expected that optimal solutions and more mature algorithms will emerge in the near future that could be also benefit the topological design of AM porous biomaterials. 
Topology-property relationships
Given the fact that small-scale topological design determines many properties of AM porous biomaterials at the macro-scale, it is important to review the currently available evidence on how topological design and different types of properties are related to each other. Each of the following sub-sections of the current section therefore review a specific type of topology-property relationship.
Relationship between topological design and quasi-static mechanical properties
The relationship between topological design of AM porous biomaterials and their quasi-static mechanical properties have been widely studied in the literature using analytical, computational, and experimental techniques. That is partially due to the fact that such lattice structures are also of value in other domains such as the design of lightweight structures in the aircraft and automotive industries. A number of dedicated review papers have also appeared recently. 49, 98 We will therefore limit our discussion to a brief description of the most important conclusions. The mechanical properties of porous biomaterials generally decrease as the porosity of the lattice structure increases. In general, there is a power law relationship between the relative density of a porous structure and its elastic modulus ( Fig. 6a  and b) . [81] [82] [83] [84] The coefficients of the power law are strongly dependent on the topological design of the unit cell. [99] [100] [101] [102] An important distinction is often made between bending-dominated and stretch-dominated unit cells. 82, [103] [104] [105] [106] For the same value of the relative density, stretch-dominated lattice structures exhibit a much higher stiffness as compared to bending-dominated ones. There is a relatively simple way to determine whether a beam-based unit cell is bending-dominated or stretch-dominated. A unit cell is bending dominated, if the Maxewell's metric, M, defined as M = b À 3j + 6 (in two dimensions: M = b À 2j + 3) is negative. 82 Otherwise, the unit cell is bending-dominated. In this definition, b is the number of beams (struts) and j is the number of joints (i.e., strut junctions). Bending-dominated unit cells could be modified to become stretchdominated by increasing the number of struts making up the unit cell. Most unit cells based on space-filling polyhdera tend to be bending-dominated. 82 However, this is not necessarily a major problem in the case of AM porous metallic biomaterials, as one usually tries to lower the stiffness of the bulk metal to the levels comparable to those of the human bone. 49 Multiple studies have shown that with proper choice of topological design, porous metallic biomaterials with mechanical properties in the range of those observed for trabecular and cortical bone could be manufactured even when the mechanical properties of the bulk material from which the porous structure is made (e.g., Ti-6Al-4V 107 ) are several orders of magnitude higher than those of the human bone. It is well established that topological imperfections caused by the AM process could substantially affect the mechanical behavior of the resulting porous structures, 86, 108 which is why it is important to consider those imperfections when trying to establish topology-elastic modulus and topology-yield stress relationships using computational or analytical models. In general, using idealized topologies (i.e., neglecting the manufacturing imperfections) results in an overestimation of the actual mechanical properties of lattice structures. 86 
Relationship between topological design and fatigue behavior
Topological design strongly affects the fatigue life of AM porous biomaterials too. Similar to the case of the elastic modulus and yield stress, a higher porosity results in a lower value of the absolute stress corresponding to the same number of cycles to failure. 30, 33, 34 The S-N curves are otherwise similar to continuous materials with a power-law nature ( Fig. 6c and d) . 59, [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] It is customary to normalize the level of stress to the yield (or plateau) stress of the porous structure and calculate the socalled normalized S-N curve ( Fig. 6c and d) . 30, 33, 34 The normalized S-N curves of porous biomaterials with different porosities but the same type of unit cell and base material are generally quite close to each other, although the level of differences is dependent on the type of the unit cell. 30, 33, 34 This is an important conclusion, as it implies that there is no need for separate measurement of the S-N curve corresponding to each porosity. The S-N curves of AM porous metallic biomaterials can be measured in compression-compression, compression-tension, or tension-tension. Given the intended use of these materials as bone substitutes and orthopaedic implants, compressioncompression is the most relevant mode of loading, which is why the majority of the studies on the fatigue behavior of AM porous metallic biomaterials use this loading regimen. Continuous materials rarely fail under compression-compression cyclic loading, as purely compressive stresses cause crack closure and arrest further propagation of the initiated cracks. In the case of porous biomaterials, the architected nature of the porous structures means that even when the macro-scale stresses are purely compressive, tensile stresses could develop at the level of individual struts and at strut junctions. Whether or not tensile stresses develop in individual struts and the magnitude of the tensile stresses determine the compressive fatigue life of AM porous metallic biomaterials. For example, the struts of an ideal cubic unit cell do not experience any tensile stresses as long as the porous structure is loaded along its orthogonal directions. In accordance with this theoretical prediction, experimental observations have shown that the compression-compression fatigue life of AM lattice structures based on the cubic unit cell is infinite even for applied stresses amounting to 80% of their yield stress. 33 Moreover, the normalized compression-compression S-N curves of porous structures based on different types of unit cells could be very different from each other. 30, 33 It is worth mentioning that, in addition to topological design, the type of the material from which the porous structure is made could affect the normalized S-N curves to a great extent. For example, porous structures made from a Co-Cr alloy showed much higher fatigue lives as compared to those made from the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. 30 As an indication, lattice structures based on beam-based unit cells show a fatigue strength of 20-30% of their yield stress in the case of Ti-6Al-4V but that could increase to 60% of the yield stress when Co-Cr is used. 30 Finally, there is growing evidence indicating that sheet-based unit cells particularly those based on TPMS result in fatigue strengths that are 2-3 times higher than those achieved through beam-based unit cells (for the same base material). 35 Despite a growing interest in the fatigue behavior of AM porous biomaterials including some studies that try to shed light on the mechanisms of fatigue crack propagation, 116, 117 the exact mechanisms relating the topological design and the effects of the AM process to crack propagation at the microscale and the S-N curves at the macroscale remain largely elusive. More systematic research is therefore required to better understand the mechanistic aspects.
Relationship between topological design and mass transport properties
Permeability and diffusivity are two important parameters describing the mass transport through porous biomaterials. 118 While the permeability coefficient relates pressure gradient to mass flux (Darcy's law), diffusivity establishes the same kind of relationship between diffusion flux and the concentration gradient (Fick's first law). The ease of mass transport determines how easy it is for the cells residing in the inner space of the porous structures to be oxygenated and nurtured and how easy it is for the metabolic byproducts to be carried away. Permeability and diffusivity are therefore some of the most important parameters strongly influencing the bone regeneration performance of AM porous metallic biomaterials. Topological design determines the permeability and diffusivity of a porous structures. That includes not only the porosity and pore size but also the exact geometry of the pores. 35, 38 It is clear that both permeability and diffusivity increase with porosity. However, the relationship between the type of the unit cell (pore shape) and mass transport coefficients is less straightforward to predict. Computational modeling and experimental measurements should therefore be used to determine the topology-property relationships in the case of permeability and diffusivity. The design objective is usually taken to be mimicking the mass transport properties of the native bone. However, the mass transport coefficients of bone vary within wide ranges. 35 Some studies have shown the permeability of various designs of AM porous biomaterials to be within the range of values reported for the human bone. 35 With that said, there is no reason to believe that the mass transport properties in a highly vascularized tissue such as bone is a good indication for the mass transport properties required during the initial stages of bone regeneration where blood vessels have not yet formed and the entire mass transport should happen through diffusion or as a result of local pressure differences. Detailed data regarding the topological design requirements to achieve the best values of permeability and diffusivity coefficients and to optimize the bone tissue regeneration performance of AM porous biomaterials is still lacking and requires further research.
Relationship between topological design and bone tissue regeneration performance
The fact that the topological design of porous structures influences their bone regeneration performance is obvious at least in an indirect way. That is because, as previously discussed, topological design influences the other properties of porous structures including mechanical properties and mass transport properties. It is well established that bone regeneration is dependent on the mechanical stimulus received by the cells (the Wolff's law). [119] [120] [121] A change in the mechanical properties of a scaffold could change the local distribution of stresses and strains. This will influence the amount and pattern of the regenerated bone. [122] [123] [124] [125] Moreover, a change in the mechanical properties of a bone substitute could lead to modifications in the amount of mechanical load transferred through the implant. For example, it has been shown that the use of a more stiff implant in a segmental bone defect animal model could result in a higher portion of the load going through the implant instead of the fixation plate. 126 Similarly, topological design influences the mass transport in the scaffold and, thus, cell oxygenation, cell nutrition, and, ultimately, cell proliferation and differentiation. 41, 127 Therefore, some of the parameters characterizing the topological design such as pore size and their relationships with the bone regeneration performance of porous scaffolds have been extensively studied in the literature. A comprehensive review of the existing literature has, for example, found that pore sizes in the range of 300 mm to 1000 mm are optimal for bone tissue regeneration. 128 More extensive summaries of such relationships could be found in dedicated review papers appearing in the recent literature. 41, 127 A relatively recent discovery is that geometrical features could influence the tissue regeneration performance of biomaterials in their own right and independently from the changes they cause in the other properties of the scaffolds. 41, [129] [130] [131] [132] In particular, surface curvature has been recently discovered to have profound effects on the cytoskeletal reorganization and stress fiber orientation of the cells and, ultimately, the rate of tissue regeneration. [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] For example, several studies have found that a concave surface results in a much higher rate of tissue regeneration as compared to convex and planar surfaces. 41, [129] [130] [131] [132] The exact mechanisms through which surface curvature and other geometrical parameters influence cell response and tissue regeneration are of high current interest and are being extensively researched. [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] Some of those studies suggest a mechanobiological pathway in which surface curvature influences the tensile stresses experienced by the cell and the cytoskeleton, 140 which then influences cell processes that regulate the rate of tissue regeneration. Given the fact that surface curvature could have important effects in terms of bone tissue regeneration performance, topological designs with welldefined surface curvatures including the ones based on sheetlike elements are particularly attractive for designing AM porous metallic biomaterials. Interestingly, TPMS geometries have been found to be similar to trabecular bone in terms of their mean surface curvature, which is zero by definition in the case of TPMS and has been found to be close to zero in the case of trabecular bone. 141, 142 This further highlights the importance of TPMS as promising geometries for the design of AM porous biomaterials. A better understanding of how curvature regulates tissue regeneration could guide topological design approaches such that the bone tissue regeneration performance of AM porous biomaterials is enhanced. This could, for example, be done by identifying the (sheet-based) unit cells that could best harness the advantages of curvature-regulated cellular processes.
Relationship between topological design and implant-associated infections
There are some possible relationships between topological design and the risk of infection as well as the efficacy of the techniques used for preventing infections. There are two major mechanisms at play both of which are a result of the much larger surface areas of AM volume-porous biomaterials as compared to an equally-sized (and equally-shaped) solid material. The exact value of the surface to volume ratio is dependent on the type of the unit cell but could be up to several orders of magnitude higher in the case of AM porous biomaterials as compared to solid specimens. As a consequence of this increased surface area and the presence of difficult-to-reach internal surfaces, sterilization of the implants made from AM porous biomaterials is more challenging. The number of bacteria surviving the sterilization process or reaching the (internal) surfaces pre-operatively may therefore increase. There is, however, no clear evidence of an increased risk of implant-associated infections in the case of volume-porous biomaterials as compared to solid implants. For one specific type of porous implants (not AM) for which extensive clinical data is available, namely trabecular metal, a few studies suggest even a lower risk of revisions due to septic loosening (e.g., see ref. 143 ) while one study has found a small (statistically insignificant) increase in the risk of infections. 144 Although the currently available data is inconclusive, compounded by the fact that this type of implant (i.e., trabecular metal) is often recommended for more challenging cases, it could be stated that there is no clear evidence supporting an increased risk of infection in the case of volume-porous implants as compared to the other types of implants. The other side of the coin is that the increased surface area of AM porous biomaterials could substantially improve the efficacy of the antibacterial coatings used for prevention of implant-associated infections, as there is simply a much larger surface area available to deliver the antibacterial agents or to otherwise kill (or inhibit the growth of) the bacteria. The abovementioned mechanisms compete with each other and it is not clear a priori the effects of which mechanism is dominant. However, one in vitro study has found that, for the same type of antibacterial coating, the size of the zone of inhibition (i.e., the zone within which bacteria cannot grow) is a few times larger in the case of AM porous biomaterials as compared to a corresponding solid implant. 145 This suggests that the effects of the increased surface area on the efficacy of the antibacterial coatings may be stronger than on the number of the bacteria surviving the sterilization process.
Additive manufacturing techniques
Metal and metallic alloys can be processed using different categories of AM methods. 4, 22, 146, 147 Three categories of AM techniques have been used most frequently in the literature. That includes direct energy deposition techniques, material extrusion techniques, and powder bed fusion techniques. In direct energy deposition, a moving nozzle ejects metallic powder, which is then sintered with the aid of the energy provided by a moving energy source (e.g., a laser beam). The material extrusion techniques applied to metals usually require mixing the metallic powder with a binder. The mix of the metallic powder and binder is then disposed from a moving nozzle to create the 3D structure. Finally, the binder is removed and the metallic part is sintered. In powder bed fusion processes, the part is built within a powder bed. An energy source is used to selectively sinter the desired areas within the powder bed that make up the final part. The energy source is usually either a laser beam or an electron beam. The process is called selective laser melting (SLM) [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] in the case of a laser beam, while electron beam melting (EBM) 4, 32, 59, 112, 115, 146, [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] refers to the processes using an electron beam. Among the three different types of AM processes mentioned above, only powder bed fusion processes are capable of fabricating complex topological designs with fine micro-architectural details, which is why powder bed fusion techniques dominate the literature on AM porous metallic biomaterials.
A few important differences are noted when comparing SLM and EBM. The build plate is heated to high temperatures in EBM. This reduces the temperature gradients and the cooling rates controlling the solidification process. The thermal residual stresses therefore tend to be lower in the case of EBM as compared to SLM 159 where the temperature of the build plate is much lower. Moreover, a lower cooling rate often translates to a more favorable microstructure. 160, 161 For example, in the case of the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V processed with SLM, a very brittle phase (i.e., a 0 ) is often formed, which reduces the fatigue life of the resulting material. 162 Heat treatments alone 76, 158, [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] as well as in combination with high pressures (e.g., in hot isostatic pressing 157, 162, 171 ) and surface treatments 162 could be used to both reduce the level of the residual stresses and to improve the microstructural features of the materials processed with EBM and SLM. On the plus side, the powder size used in SLM is usually smaller than the one used in EBM. That translates to a lower surface roughness as well as the ability to fabricate lattice structures with finer details (e.g., smaller strut thicknesses and unit cell sizes). These aspects are particularly important for realizing the complex topological designs that were discussed before. In the two following sub-sections of this section, we will discuss the practical aspects that are important in AM of porous metallic biomaterials as well as the effects of post-AM heat and surface treatments on the properties of the resulting lattice structures. In both cases, our primary focus is on PBF processes.
Practical AM aspects
Successful AM of complex lattice structures requires a proper selection of many processing parameters that are briefly discussed here. In particular, the lattice structures should be designed and positioned such that the use of support structures is minimized particularly inside the volume of the porous biomaterial. That is due to the fact that, as opposed to polymeric materials where soluble materials are used for fabricating the support structures, the vast majority of PBF processes used for metallic materials do not allow for soluble support structures. Furthermore, manual removal of support structures from within a lattice structure is very cumbersome, if not impossible.
The powder bed filled with metallic powder provides certain levels of support for creating lattice structures, which is somewhat higher than the level of support available in some other AM processes (e.g., vat photopolymerization). The level of the available mechanical support may be even higher, if the powder is compacted by the wiper when a new layer of powder is deposited. However, the compaction force could damage the thin and fragile struts being built, thereby imposing a lower limit on the thickness of the struts. Regardless of the available level of mechanical support, overhangs whose angle with respect to the powder bed is below a certain threshold or whose length is above a certain threshold will require support structures. force and the type of the material, overhangs with angles below 451 usually require support structures.
Given the importance of the angle with respect to the powder bed, it is sometimes possible to avoid the support structures simply by fabricating the lattice structure under a different angle. Regardless of what angle is used for the positioning of the lattice structure, it is important to realize that the microstructure, mechanical properties, and quality of the resulting materials are dependent on the building orientation. 49, [172] [173] [174] This direction-dependency makes the resulting materials highly anisotropic. 49, [172] [173] [174] In addition to being anisotropic, the quality of the different struts within a lattice structure is different and dependent on their angle with respect to the powder bed. 76 Generally, vertical struts have a higher quality (i.e., less manufacturing defects) as compared to horizontal struts. 76 There are many other important parameters that need to be also considered. In particular, the parameters determining the energy input including the power, scanning speed, and scanning pattern of the energy source (i.e., laser or electron beam) should be chosen such that there is enough energy to fully melt and fuse the metal powder. At the same time, excessive levels of energy will lead to transitioning from the conduction mode to the so-called ''keyhole mode'' where deep melt pools and evaporation of the processed material lead to large manufacturing defects. [175] [176] [177] The above-mentioned parameters should therefore be selected such that the size of the melt pool is closely controlled and the amount of the generated heat stays within the desired range.
Post-AM heat and surface treatments
The microstructure, mechanical properties, and (surface) quality of AM porous metallic biomaterials could be improved through post-AM heat and surface treatments. As far as heat treatments are concerned, an optimized heat treatment process could be used to release residual stresses, transform the microstructure of the resulting materials to a more favorable one, improve the mechanical properties of the lattice structures, and reduce anisotropy in the mechanical properties. 49, 76, 158, 163, 165, 166, 168, 170 Combining high temperatures with high levels of pressure could be also used in a process called hot isostatic pressing (HIP) to close the pores (i.e., manufacturing defects) created by the AM process, thereby increasing the mechanical properties of the resulting lattice structures. 49, 157, 162, 171 The surface properties of the struts constituting the lattice structures could be also improved through surface treatments such as sand blasting and chemical etching aimed at removing the unmolten powder particles and smoothening the surface of AM porous structures. 49, 162 It is important to realize that these types of surface treatments are different both in protocol and purpose from those used for bio-functionalization of AM porous biomaterials (Section 6). Improving the smoothness of the surface of the struts could, for example, help in reducing the notches that act as crack initiation sites and may lead to premature fatigue failure under repetitive mechanical loading. Both heat and surface treatments may therefore be needed before using AM porous implants in vivo.
Metals and alloys
AM porous metallic biomaterials have been fabricated from a variety of metals and metallic alloys. In this section, we will discuss two major categories of the materials used to date including both bioinert and biodegradable metals. In particular, we briefly discuss the pros and cons of each material and highlight their potential for application in design and manufacturing of bone substitutes and orthopaedic implants.
Bioinert metals and alloys
Among bioinert metals, the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V, 109, 115, 153, 158, 170, 178, 179 Co-Cr alloys, 180,181 pure titanium, 182, 183 stainless steel, 174, 184 NiTi alloys, [185] [186] [187] [188] and tantalum 189 are the most important biomaterials used for fabrication of AM porous structures. Ti-6Al-4V is probably the most extensively studied material given its high mechanical properties, good biocompatibility, relatively low price, and widely available experience regarding its processing with AM. However, the fatigue strength of Ti-6Al-4V is not that as high as CoCr, 30 its ductility is not as high as pure titanium, 183 and the presence of Al and V create some concerns regarding its cytocompatibility. CoCr alloys exhibit good mechanical properties including an exceptionally high fatigue strength. 30 However, their biocompatibility is not as high as titanium. 190, 191 The mechanical properties of pure titanium are not as high as Ti-6Al-4V or CoCr. However, pure titanium is very ductile. This translates to various benefits including a high normalized fatigue strength. 183, 189 Furthermore, pure titanium is a very biocompatible material 192 with no major concerns regarding its cytocompatibility. The price of pure titanium is also lower than Ti-6Al-4V. Stainless steel shows reasonable biocompatibility 193 and is not expensive. However, the elastic modulus of stainless steel is about two times higher than Ti-6Al-4V, which could lead to problems regarding stress shielding. An advantage of stainless steels (e.g., surgical steels) is that they could more easily be processed with SLM to create fine structures with smaller strut thicknesses as compared to some other materials. NiTi alloys (e.g., nitinol) show the special properties of superelasticity and shape memory. 185, 187, 188, [194] [195] [196] These properties are particularly useful for creating advanced medical devices such as deployable orthopaedic implants. 197 However, there are concerns regarding the biocompatibility of NiTi alloys as some studies have reported certain levels of cytotoxicity for NiTi alloys. 198 Finally, tantalum is an extremely biocompatible material that stimulates bone regeneration even in absence of surface treatments and coatings and has shown very promising results in vivo. 189 However, it is extremely expensive, meaning that fabricating entire implants from tantalum is not feasible in most cases. There has been a recent trend in using alloys of titanium and tantalum to benefit from the best features of both materials. [199] [200] [201] However, most studies have been limited to solid specimens so far and thorough studies of porous structures made from these alloys are still lacking.
Biodegradable AM porous metallic biomaterials
Topologically-ordered AM porous metallic biomaterials made from biodegradable metals is a very recent topic with the key
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The recent emergence of Mg alloys incorporating rare earth elements (e.g., WE43 203 ) has enabled reducing the biodegradation rate of magnesium alloys to reasonable levels suitable for orthopaedic applications. However, porous designs tend to increase the surface area tremendously, thereby increasing the biodegradation rate. The other challenge associated with a high rate of magnesium biodegradation is the rapid buildup of the hydrogen gas. AM of Mg alloys is extremely challenging given its high degree of inflammability, 49, 203 which is why very few labs have been able to AM topologically ordered porous structures from magnesium alloys (Fig. 7a-e) . One of these rare studies has shown that after 4 weeks of biodegradation, there is about 20% mass loss. 203 However, the elastic modulus of the porous structure remains within the ranges reported for trabecular bone in the literature. 203 As opposed to magnesium alloys, the major challenge in the case of iron and zinc is to speed up the biodegradation process. This is somethings that could potentially be achieved using rational design of the topology of the porous structure. For example, simple measures such as increasing the surface area will likely result in significant increase in the rate of biodegradation. A study on directly printed (i.e., SLM) porous iron structures (Fig. 7f) has shown promising results including favorable mechanical properties up to 4 weeks of biodegradation and signs of substantial increase in the rate of biodegradation. 202 Fewer studies on topologically ordered porous zinc structures are currently available. One important concern with most biodegradable metals is certain levels of cytotoxicity that are caused by the biodegradation process. For example, the biodegradation process often results in significant changes in pH that are not well tolerated by some the host cells. However, the apparent cytotoxicity is in some cases a result of highly local phenomena that have limited practical implications in vivo.
Bio-functionalization
Even though topological design could help in its own right to improve bone tissue regeneration and prevent implant-associated infections (Sections 3.4 and 3.5), it is often not enough for fully overcoming both challenges. Bio-functionalization of the lattice structures through surface treatments and coatings on the one hand and incorporation of drug delivery vehicles on the other could provide additional ammunition. In the two following sub-sections, we will briefly review the bio-functionalization processes used for both above-mentioned purposes and discuss the results of their in vitro and in vivo evaluations.
Improving bone regeneration performance and osseointegration
The surface treatments and coatings used for improving the bone tissue regeneration performance of biomaterials work through three general mechanisms, namely biological, chemical, and physical. In the biological approach, biomolecules such as osteogenic or angiogenic growth factors are incorporated onto the biomaterial surface. In the chemical approach, the surface chemistry is modified to make it more favorable for bone tissue regeneration. For example, specific surface treatments could improve the apatite forming ability of surfaces or directly incorporate calcium phosphate compounds onto the surface so as to stimulate further apatite formation and to ultimately improve bone regeneration. Finally, the physical approaches provide cues that stimulate the osteogenic behavior. For example, specific types of topographies at the micro-and nanoscale have been found to stimulate the osteogenic differentiation of stem cells through mechanobiological pathways that involves integrin molecules, focal adhesions, and cytoskeletal re-organization. [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] All above-mentioned mechanisms have been exploited for surface bio-functionalization of AM porous metallic biomaterials. When applying surface treatments and coatings to AM porous biomaterials, it is important to reach their entire internal surface and create uniform surface throughout the specimen. One therefore has to rely on chemical or electrochemical techniques that are capable of reaching the internal surfaces of the porous structure. Therefore, techniques such as dipping, 209 chemical surface treatments using acid and alkali solutions, 164, 210, 211 anodizing, 169, 212 plasma electrolytic oxidation, 145, 213 and electrophoretic deposition 214, 215 have been usually used for such purposes.
Considering the three above-mentioned action mechanisms, bone morphogenic protein (BMP) and to a lesser extent other growth factors are the most commonly used biomolecules, although a number of other molecules such as osteostatin 216 have been also used in some studies. The results of in vitro and in vivo evaluations of AM porous biomaterials biofunctionalized using biomolecules confirm that the bone tissue regeneration performance significantly improves as a result of these treatments. In the case of in vitro studies, the expression of osteogenic markers is observed to be upregulated. 187 Animal studies also show improved bone regeneration performance and partial filling of the pore space with de novo bone. 216 Similar results have been found regarding the chemical surface treatments techniques. While a number of surface treatments have been unsuccessful in improving the apatite forming ability of AM porous metallic biomaterials, 164 some other surface treatments are shown to improve the apatite forming ability of these materials. 211 An important question in this regard is whether the in vitro measurement of apatite forming ability using simulated body fluid (SBF) is a good predictor of an improved bone regeneration performance in vivo. A systematic review 217 of the studies where data regarding both the in vitro apatite forming ability and in vivo performance of biomaterials are presented has found that, in the vast majority of cases, materials exhibiting a better apatite forming ability show better in vivo performance as well. In the specific case of AM porous biomaterials, there is relatively limited evidence available as to whether an improved apatite forming ability translates to a better bone tissue regeneration performance. In a few studies that are available, 211 the above-mentioned correlation between the apatite forming ability and in vivo bone regeneration performance seems to hold. In the case of physical mechanisms, specific types of microand nanotopography are often used to stimulate osteogenic differentiation of stem cells. There is abundant evidence in the literature that specific ranges of nanopattern sizes particularly in the sub-100 nm range give rise to such effects. 205 Some of the surface functionalization techniques such as anodizing could create nanotopographical features that are capable of inducing such effects (e.g., nanotubular surfaces 211 ). A comprehensive study of the in vitro cell culture response, in vivo bone regeneration performance, and the biomechanical stability of anodized AM porous Ti-6Al-4V has shown that anodized surfaces with nanotubular structures upregulate the expression of osteogenic markers in vitro and lead to significantly improved biomechanical stability of the implants used for grafting critical size segmental bone defects (Fig. 8) . 211 The studies that use the pore space of AM porous biomaterials for incorporation of drug delivery vehicles are relatively small in number. In one such study (Fig. 9a and b) , 45 colloidal gels were used to deliver two types of growth factors, namely BMP-2 and bFGF, to stimulate osteogenesis and angiogenesis, respectively. The results of the study showed that the delivery of growth factors results in a significantly larger volume of regenerated bone in a critical size segmental bone defect model. 45 Another study utilizing fibrin gels for the delivery of BMP-2 from the pore space of similar AM porous titanium has shown even better in vivo results with full regeneration of critical size segmental bone defects and full biomechanical stability with failure loads exceeding those of the native controls (i.e., collateral femora) (Fig. 9d) . 44 This shows the high potential of bio-functionalized AM porous metallic biomaterials for full regeneration of bone in such challenging problems as critical size segmental defects.
Infection prevention
As in the case of bone tissue regeneration performance, there are different mechanisms through which biomaterials could be functionalized to minimize the risk of implant-associated infections, namely biochemical and physical mechanisms. 218 In the biochemical approach, one or more antibacterial agents are used to kill bacteria. The antibacterial agent could be antibiotics, [219] [220] [221] inorganic antibacterial agents (e.g., silver, 222-225 zinc, [226] [227] [228] or copper 229, 230 ), antibacterial peptides, 219, 231, 232 or certain types of metal oxides. [233] [234] [235] [236] As for the physical mechanism, specific types of nanotopographical features are used to kill bacteria through a mechanical process, namely inducing high levels of strain (deformation) that exceed the level of strain bacteria could tolerate. 237 It has been found that specific ranges of dimensions (i.e., heights, dimeters, and interspacing) of nanopillars lead to strong bactericidal effects. [238] [239] [240] [241] The majority of the work performed in terms of surface bio-functionalization of AM porous metallic biomaterials use the first approach, as it is very challenging to cover the entire (internal) surfaces of volume-porous materials with nanotopographical features whose dimensions are precisely controlled. However, a few studies where micro-and nanotopographical features were created on AM porous titanium through anodizing (nanotubes) 242 or plasma electrolytic oxidations 145 have shown clear antibacterial behavior even in the absence of any antibacterial agents. It is, however, not clear to what extent are these antibacterial effects a result of the topographical features, given the fact that certain forms of titanium oxide could also exhibit antibacterial behavior. [233] [234] [235] [236] This unclarity regarding the exact antibacterial mechanism holds for many surface treatment techniques, because they simultaneously change the nanotopography and chemistry of the surface. Antibacterial surfaces that work on the basis of antibacterial agents are found more frequently in the literature. Several studies have applied such type of surfaces to AM porous metallic biomaterials and have evaluated their performance against both planktonic and adherent (i.e., biofilm-related bacteria) bacteria. In one such study, anodized surfaces that had been previously shown to improve bone tissue regeneration performance were further treated to create antibacterial surfaces working on the basis of released silver ions. 242 The antibacterial surfaces were found to be effective against both planktonic and adherent bacteria. 242 However, high levels of cytotoxicity against host cells were observed due to the release of silver ions. 242 When silver nanoparticles were firmly attached to the titanium oxide surfaces created using plasma electrolytic oxidation (Fig. 10a) , 145 very high levels of antibacterial activity against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus were (MRSA) observed in both in vitro and ex vivo (Fig. 10b ) experiments without any signs of cytotoxicity against mesenchymal stromal cells (Fig. 10c) . 145 In fact, cell proliferation even increased for the groups treated with plasma electrolytic oxidation (with or without silver nanoparticles). 145 This was attributed to the formation of a hydroxyapatite phase during the same surface treatment process. 145 Another way to tackle the cytotoxicity of silver is to use the synergistic effects resulting from a combination of silver ions with antibiotics. 214 One study has shown that simultaneous delivery of silver ions and vancomycin from an AM porous titanium could be used to fully eradicate both planktonic and adherent Staphylococcus aureus for up to several weeks 214 even when the concentration of silver ions drops below the minimum inhibitory level within the first day. The first in vivo studies that use animal models to evaluate the performance of antibacterial coatings applied to AM porous biomaterials have also started to appear in the literature. A few such studies that are currently available indicate that the effects of the immune response should be also considered when evaluating the efficacy of the applied coatings. 243 This aspect (i.e., immune response) requires further attention, as there is very limited information available regarding the modulation of the immune response as a result of the applied bio-functionalizing surface treatments and their relationship with the other performance indicators of AM porous biomaterials that should be studied within the context of osteoimmunomodulation. [244] [245] [246] [247] [248] [249] [250] 7. Discussion and future research directions
We discussed the various aspects pertaining to AM porous metallic biomaterials all the way from the rational design of their topology to the applicable topology-property relationships, AM processes, the different types of base materials, and bio-functionalization processes that could be used to improve their bone regeneration performance and minimize the risk of implant-associated infections. It is clear that AM porous metallic biomaterials hold great promise as they offer a rare combination of suitable mechanical properties (including bone-mimicking elastic modulus, high levels of strength, and extremely long fatigue lives), appropriate ranges of mass transport properties, surface curvatures favorable for tissue regeneration (e.g., in the case of TPMS materials), adjustable biodegradability (e.g., in Mg, Zn, and Fe), huge internal surface areas that could be used for bio-functionalization (e.g., to create osteogenic and antibacterial surfaces), and large pore spaces that can accommodate drug delivery vehicles and adjust their topology-dependent release kinetics (e.g., to create bespoke release profiles for growth factors and antibacterial agents).
An ever-present feature in all above-mentioned properties is that they could be adjusted through rational topological design of the biomaterials. This makes AM porous biomaterials highly adjustable and affords them a lot of flexibility to meet the multiple design objectives that are required for proper functioning of bone substitutes and orthopaedic implants.
Relationship with the designer materials paradigm
The study of AM porous biomaterials is a part of a more general emerging research trend called ''designer materials''. Designer materials or as they are sometimes referred to ''metamaterials'' with different types of properties including mechanical 46, [251] [252] [253] [254] [255] and acoustic [256] [257] [258] [259] have been receiving increasing attention during the last few years. Similar to AM porous biomaterials discussed here, topological design is a major design approach in the study of other types of metamaterials. Given that AM porous biomaterials are part of a bigger designer material paradigm, it is natural to utilize the analogies present with the other types of metamaterials to improve performance of AM porous metallic biomaterials. One of the most important emerging trends in the rational design of the other types of metamaterials is the use of the spatial distribution of material properties to adjust the properties of the designer materials and create novel, advanced functionalities. Many properties of AM porous biomaterials could be further adjusted through spatial distribution of multiple materials. Moreover, combining biodegradable materials with different biodegradation profiles either with each other or with bioinert materials could allow for adjusting the time-evolution of biomaterial properties. The biggest challenge in this regard is the lack of robust multi-material AM techniques for metals. The study into this type of techniques are still relatively rare (e.g., ref. 260 and 261) . It is therefore suggested that the development of multimetal AM techniques should be a priority for future research.
The rational design of AM porous biomaterials requires direct application of physics, mathematics, and mechanics principles. Moreover, more thorough characterization of the human tissues is required to better understand the exact properties that need to be replicated by the designer biomaterials. The natural discipline to use for this purpose is biomechanics where the properties of human tissues are studied using computational [262] [263] [264] [265] [266] and experimental [267] [268] [269] [270] [271] techniques and the musculoskeletal loads are estimated using musculoskeletal models [272] [273] [274] [275] and massspring-damper models [276] [277] [278] [279] of the human body.
Future research directions
There are many more important areas of research that need more attention from researchers. 280,281 Three of those areas have been selected here for further elaboration. The first important area for future research is streamlining the rational design of topologies including widely available software packages that could deal with advanced topological design principles including sheetbased unit cells, advanced functionally graded designs (e.g., the ones with different types of unit cell types), and multi-scale topology optimization algorithms. The second area that would be of high importance is development of a larger number of biodegradable metallic materials. Currently, the number of such materials and studies investigating their properties is extremely limited. Finally, bio-functionalization of AM porous metallic biomaterials needs to be further studied, as the currently available studies are limited both in terms of number and scope. In particular, bio-functionalization techniques should be used for fabricating multi-functional AM porous metallic biomaterials that simultaneously address osteointegration and implant-associated infections, thereby providing innovative solutions for unmet clinical needs.
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